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this collection features joe hisaishi's music from studio ghibli films directed by hayao miyazaki
(castle in the sky, princess mononoke, my neighbor totoro, howl's moving castle, and others),
arranged for piano. it is the only edition approved by the composer. in 1982, hisaishi went to los
angeles to study film scoring at the university of california at los angeles school of music. hisaishi
lived in los angeles from 1982 to 1986 and worked as a composer for various television shows like
the twilight zone, teenagers from outer space, the surreal life, and the love boat. he scored the cbs
made-for-tv movie the hitchhikerin 1984, and the made-for-tv movie g.i. joe: the movie in 1985.
hisaishi scored a number of films, including the ugly duckling (1987), the last unicorn (1987),
teenage mutant hero turtles (1987), beethoven (1987), the boy who could talk to animals (1987),
death becomes you (1988), hercules and the lost kingdom (1989), the princess bride (1989), and
crybaby (1990). hisaishi composed the score for the film air bud in 1989. in 1990, hisaishi composed
the score for the film the secret of the ooze. in 1991, hisaishi composed the score for the film the
mafatl. in 1992, hisaishi composed the score for the film dalí. hisaishi composed the film score for
porco rosso (1992), kite (1993), kiki's delivery service (1993), samurai champloo (1994), neon
genesis evangelion: death and rebirth (1995), stand by me doraemon (1997), the place promised in
our early days (1998), nausicaä of the valley of the wind (1999), my neighbor totoro (2001), and
aquamarine (2002). in 2000, hisaishi composed the score for the film the mask of dragonia. in 2001,
hisaishi composed the music for the film happy geppettai. in 2003, hisaishi composed the music for
tokyo godfathers and kakegurui. in 2004, hisaishi composed the score for the legend of the galactic
heroes. in 2005, hisaishi composed the score for kokkuri. in 2006, hisaishi composed the score for
the deep sea witch.
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joe hisaishi's credits also include scores for feature films, including the award-winning 2001 cannes
film festival finalist the suspended sentence directed by akio jissoji, as well as the 2003 hit tora-san:

never give up!. he has also composed the scores for numerous television series, including pretty
cure, prince of tennis, dragon quest, and saki. other composers who have collaborated with hisaishi
include yoko kanno, yuki hayashi, and yoko miki. he has also worked with many other well-known
japanese rock musicians, such as his longtime bandmate, kazutoshi sakurai of l'arc-en-ciel. more

recent songs have been written with ryoichi hattori, hiroaki ando, hideki matsutara, and hiroshi sato.
for a full list of his credits, visit the toho music home page. mei and the kittenbus kanji rmaji mei to

konekobasu directed by hayao miyazaki produced by toshio suzuki starring chika sakamoto music by
joe hisaishi art directed by ryoko ina studio studio ghibli production makiko niki sugino sachiko

hiromasa yonebayashi release date(s) october 2002 mei and the kittenbus (, mei to konekobasu) is a
13-minute animated film written and directed by hayao miyazaki and produced by studio ghibli and

premiered in october 2002. it is the sequel to the 1988 film my neighbor totoro and is one of the
twelve short films shown exclusively at the saturn theater, located at the basement of the ghibli

museum in mitaka, tokyo. it has been considered the museum's most popular short film. 5ec8ef588b
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